The Pinnacle of Life – Chapter 1143
“Lush Cosmetics?”

When Hubert and Thea heard the name, their expressions became weird.

Hubert said, “Lush Cosmetics is very popular right now but they don’t export their products at all. To be frank,
I wanted to act as the sales channel for Lush Cosmetics at first but it didn’t work! They rejected my offer right
away. According to the information I got, Lush Cosmetics now only provides the products to two salons in
California. But, within the two salons, the members queuing for reservations of the products alone have
reached more than thirty thousands. We won’t get our turn at all.”

On the other hand, Thea angrily said, “Do you know how wicked Lush Cosmetics is? I went to Michigan
personally to see their boss. The boss didn’t want to see me and even asked the security guards to drive me out.
Hmph! This boss of Lush Cosmetics is truly short sighted. If I were the boss, I would’ve made it the best
brand in the world.”

Alex glanced at her and said, “If he were you, it would end up in a failure.”

“What? What do you mean, Rockefeller?”

Alex said, “Do you know who is the legal-person of Lush Cosmetics?”

Thea said, “I don’t care who the hell is the legal person, okay?”

Alex grunted. “The legal person is Maya Howard! If you want the sales authorization from Lush Cosmetics,
you can go and beg her.”

“What?”

Thea suddenly jumped up like a female cat whose tail got stepped on. She had an expression of disbelief.
“How could Maya Howard be the legal person of Lush Cosmetics?”

“You don’t believe me? You can go look it up yourself. That’s all that I have to say. Thea Stone, you should
know what to do now. It’s up to whether you can help Hubert to get over this tribulation! If you can satisfy
Maya, it’s not impossible to get the sales authorization!”

After that, Hubert and Thea left Room 206, heading back to their Room 218.

Whereas, Alex took out the document about the venom from his backpack and looked through it again. After
that, he listened carefully to Soraya Melvis’s room next door to find out if she had returned to her room. As
a result, there was no sound inside it at all.

He gave Anna Coleman a call.

“Master, why aren’t you asleep at this hour yet? I just took off my clothes and was about to take a shower.
You really do know how to pick the time.” Anna’s crisp voice came through the phone.

Instantaneously, the image of Anna in the bathroom appeared in Alex’s mind.

He kept getting the suspicious feeling that this tigress was trying to seduce him.

“Cough. I have something to ask you. Recently, is there anyone in Divine Constabulary having a mission in
Morro, Puerto Rico?” Alex asked.

Anna replied, “This is a tough question for me. Divine Constabulary has nine divisions and the number of
operation teams in every division is different. Just Alaska alone has seven teams. So, I really don’t know.”

Alex felt stupid for asking that question as well, so he said, “Do you know about a venom that is related to a
place named Golden Tower located in Morro, Puerto Rico?”

“Venom?”

Anna was stunned for a moment. Then, she replied, “From what you said, I actually remembered an incident.
A while ago, a public mission was posted in Divine Constabulary. It seemed to be about the venom. Hold on,
I’ll check it now.”

Alex replied, “Alright.”

After a moment, Alex heard an exclaim from Anna. He immediately asked, “What is it?”

As a result, Anna replied in annoyance, “I hate you so much. I’m naked now and I haven’t closed the window.
What am I supposed to do if someone sees me naked? You’re going to take full responsibility if I can’t get
married.”

“How can you blame me for this?”

“Is it my fault then?”

“Fine, my fault then!”

After that, Alex heard the sound of her turning on the computer.

“Master, why are you investigating this?” she then asked.

“I’m in Morro, Puerto Rico right now. I went to the Golden Tower earlier and found out that a team from
Divine Constabulary was fighting Giovanni Winn from Golden Tower. The team was almost wiped out.”

“What? What a coincidence, are you okay?”

